




Jackson, TN/Union University Sculpture Tour
Outdoor Sculpture Competition and Exhibition 2003-2004



Four years ago in January, our city was rocked to the foundations by severe tornadoes
that swept through the city and county on a Sunday night, leaving six people dead and 
millions of dollars in property damage. When people first began to realize what had 
happened, it was almost more than the human mind could process. It was staggering. It was
overwhelming. 

Within minutes, however, we rallied collectively as the family we sometimes forget we are.
Even before the storm sirens had stopped wailing, people were climbing over rubble and
wading through mud to rescue victims. Firefighters and police officers went into the unstable
remains of buildings where electric and gas lines were ruptured, with no thought of their 
own safety.  

By morning, telephones were ringing nonstop with calls from people throughout the city
and county, and from neighboring communities and even bordering states, asking how they
could help. Out of this unimaginable tragedy was emerging something astounding in its
beauty – a groundswell of compassion and eagerness to do something for total strangers. It
grew and grew and did not wane until extra hands no longer were needed. 

In the months that followed, two Union University art professors conceived the idea of a
magnificent masonry sculpture that would forever stand as a monument to that out-pouring
of assistance and emotional support that helped so many through the recovery process.
Ideas were finalized, funds were raised, and today the sculpture, titled Beth-El, stands as the
centerpiece of a small tract of land that bears the name Unity Park. Elements of the sculpture
memorialize the storm victims, but the overall structure is a beautiful reminder that when the
worst happens, we stand together in the best way. 

Now we have the exciting prospect of a competitive sculpture tour that will bring the work
of sculptors nationwide to Jackson. Each year for five years, outdoor sculptures will be 
displayed in Jackson and one will be selected for the purchase prize, which means it will
remain permanently on display. At the end of the five-year period, five new permanent 
sculptures will be on display in the downtown area.  

Beth-El is a beautiful memorial, but it also is beautiful as art for art’s sake. Perhaps as the
beginning of a new phase in our commitment to enhancing our city’s quality of life, it becomes
even more of a treasure.  

Mayor Charles Farmer
City of Jackson, TN

Union University is pleased to participate in sponsoring the Outdoor Sculpture Competition
and Exhibition 2003-04. At Union University, we regard the arts as an important aspect of
our society. We have all been given creative abilities, but some have special gifts and talents
that enable them to communicate in a dynamic and powerful way. Union University is thank-
ful to be a part of a community such as Jackson that values the contribution of the arts.

The community-at-large will benefit from this competition in direct and indirect ways. It 
will benefit directly, of course, by the new sculpture that is added to our city. It will benefit 
indirectly by the growing appreciation and awareness for the artists in our area and the 
creative work they produce.

Art is for everyone and outdoor exhibitions such as this invite all members of our commu-
nity to enjoy and experience these wonderful contributions. As Jackson continues to grow and
prosper, Union University is delighted to be a partner in a city that thrives on cooperation.
This sculpture project is a welcomed addition to our community and our region.

Dr. David Dockery
President
Union University 



It is with great pleasure that I acknowledge and applaud the existence of a thriving learn-
ing community in West Tennessee! Not limited to the confines of the university campus, a
learning community exists wherever citizens seek opportunities to engage in meaningful 
conversations about what constitutes truth and what constitutes reality. Art—the representa-
tion of truth and reality as perceived by the artist—is certainly a catalyst for dialogue and a
venue for the healthy exchange of ideas. For the City of Jackson, Tennessee, to partner with
Union University in the sponsorship of an annual outdoor sculpture competition and tour is
indeed a stellar example of what a learning community can and should be. This exhibit will
afford the residents of West Tennessee with a unique opportunity to contemplate the works
of five nationally recognized artists whose sculptures might otherwise only be accessible by
traveling to larger metropolitan areas.

I extend congratulations and appreciation to Mayor Charles Farmer and to Professor
Aaron Lee Benson for casting the vision and expending the energy to make this comp-etition
and tour a reality. What a privilege it is to reside with you in the learning community of
Jackson, Tennessee.

Barbara McMillin
Dean of Arts and Sciences 
Union University

As Jackson has grown into a major metropolitan center in West Tennessee it is essential
for it to establish itself as an urban art center as well. One way to accomplish this is to intro-
duce, maintain and promote a sculpture tour. Populations have always established the arts
as a fundamental way to promote their communities and sculpture has always been the venue
of choice. When communities want to celebrate, commemorate, honor, observe or conse-
crate something about themselves, they choose sculpture as the way to do it. This is the major
purpose of this tour: to promote the City of Jackson and to encourage our citizens in the 
participation and enjoyment of the visual arts. This community effort has also been greatly
aided and supported by Union University as it continues to seek venues in which it can 
partner with the City of Jackson in developing a stronger and more vibrant community. 

There are three individuals who deserve acknowledgement for their visionary character
and for their invaluable role in bringing this tour to the community. They are Mayor Charles
Farmer; Union University President, Dr. David Dockery; and Union University Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Dr. Barbara McMillin. Without their support this tour would not exist.

Aaron Lee Benson
Sculpture Tour Director

April DePriest
Assistant Director

Robert Alsobrook
Design & Development



Title of work: “Earthen Passage”

Dimensions: 11’ x 4’8” x 3’

Artist’s statement
“Finding one’s place in a relationship with nature is the theme of 

my sculpture…while working with materials such as metal and stone, a 
relationship between nature and myself is formed. Further, I want to tell
stories and comment on my collective life experience and my perception
of a collective consciousness. Hopefully, these ideas and expressions will
enter into human consciousness and the fourth dimension.”

– Glenn Zweygardt

The works of Glenn Zweygardt are simultaneously ancient and contem-
porary. With his use of diverse materials – cast bronze, glass, iron, marble,
stainless steel, stone and granite – he creates complex media sculptures
that exemplify a master of the three dimensional form. 

Zweygardt possesses an uncanny ability to fuse dissimilar elements and
concepts, natural occurring and fabricated forms into structures that com-
mand the attention of the observer. This interaction of artist, nature and
technology has a unifying affect of the observer’s imagery and psyche.

Duplication and relationship is a recurring theme found throughout
Zweygardt’s work. A carefully chosen stone, cast and duplicated in
bronze, aluminum or steel becomes the basis of definite architectural
themes that manifest in a range of sizes.

Zweygardt’s mastery of the building process along with his ability to
create enormous works of art from materials of tremendous mass has
gained him international recognition and membership to the Berman
Group, a cooperative of sculptors whose collective work spans virtually
the entire spectrum of possibilities of “traditional” modernist sculpture.

Kansas born, Zweygardt earned the BFA degree from Wichita State in
1967. He received the MFA from the Maryland Institute of Art in 1969
and teaches at the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred 
University. Zweygardt works independently in his immense workshop in
Alfred Station, New York. Here his work continues to evolve – varied
shapes and rich surfaces, transparent and dense forms, concept and tech-
nical relationships, personal and collective perceptions – into fine art of
eminent legacy.





Title of work: Untitled

Dimensions:  unknown

Artist’s statement
“These sculptures are from a body of work that I have

been developing for about 20 years. The pieces are con-
structed from a variety of “traditional” materials, and evolve
from fragmented stone or bronze figurative elements; pieces
of broken statuary which, if left alone, evoke a sense of 
history, conflict, destruction and myth. These familiar forms
have become a part of what could best be described as
“surreal monuments,” assemblages of welded, forged, or
found metal and stone, which envelope the fragments with-
in a more contemporary and elegantly formal context. The
disparity between the assumed origins and presumed roles
of these different aesthetic worlds (old and new) and a 
purposeful and conspicuous blending of form and content
presents a viewer with something that is simultaneously
familiar (knowledge gained from experience) but foreign
and unexpected. Unless someone asks me “what” or “why,”
they are left to decipher this puzzle within their own realm
of experience. My solution and their solution could be 
vastly different I expect, and hope. We stumble through the
ever-changing events and contexts of life equipped with our
memories and an ability to recognize situational patterns.
We are confident that we can predict the outcome of our
choices and occasionally we are lucky and get it right. In
my work, I’m most interested in what happens when we get
it wrong, not because I think that I have a better solution,
but because I like to watch and learn.”

– Glenn Dasher





Title of work: “Gethsemane”

Dimensions: 7’3” x 8’ x 7’3”

Artist’s statement
“While much of the work earlier in my career focussed on

the figure as a means of interpreting and defining space,
mass, volume and the like, I have found that in more recent
years I have an interest in architecture and its relationship to
the figure. Combining these two more formal investigations
along with my 1995 conversion to Christianity, the most 
current work (within the past seven years) establishes itself,
at least from my perspective, as that which attends to the
body, mind and soul. The body being of course, the figure,
the mind being an architectural metaphor, and the soul as
being the inspired word of God, from which most of my 
latest work is extrapolated.”

– Shawn Morin





Title of work: “The Missing Piece”

Dimensions: 7’5” x 1’8” x 2’1”

Artist’s statement
“My most recent work focuses on the ideas, issues, or

experiences that set individuals apart from one another.
These works deal with a state of mental loneliness that is
experienced in the context of being physically surrounded
by others. There can be a certain peace to voluntary physical
loneliness, an opportunity to be free from others’ expectations
and reactions. On the other hand, to be surrounded by
other people yet unable (or unwilling) to connect, communi-
cate, or commune brings us to the depth of loneliness. These
works stem from this feeling and form a collection of figures,
each moving in reaction to its own particular state. As a
group, these works reflect the isolation of the individual, they
move without reaching, are in proximity without touching,
and respond without connecting. They represent the indi-
vidual struggle to make sense of the relationship between
the internal and external aspects of identity, as the particu-
lar experiences, issues, or feelings that inform each piece dic-
tate its relationship to the others.”

– Brett Hunter





Title of work: “Impact”

Dimensions: 10’ x 8’ x 10’

Artist’s statement
“Sculpture is the exploration of three dimensional space.

I build sculpture using a systematic approach. I regularly
integrate found objects and prefabricated components in
my sculpture. It can be described as geometric, abstract,
mechanical, and reflective of certain scientific and mathe-
matic principals such as gravity, motion and time.”

– Phil Proctor
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Jackson, TN/Union University Sculpture Tour
A joint project of the City of Jackson, TN and Union University

September 2003-August 2004

Union University
Vision and Values
Lee Benson, April DePriest
1050 Union University Drive
Jackson, TN 38305
731.661.5223
jacksonsculpturetour@hotmail.com 

City of Jackson
At Your Service
P.O. Box 2508
Jackson, TN 38302
731.425.CITY
www.cityofjackson.net






